Public Safety Advisory Issued
Suspicious Individual Reported on Campus
By Robert Conrad, News Editor

In response to separate reported incidents, Babson Public Safety has issued a public safety advisory for the campus.

This advisory states "The Babson College Department of Public Safety in cooperation with the Office of Residential Life is investigating reports of an individual acting suspiciously in the vicinity of the Horn Library Complex." The bulletin further describes this person as:

- Male
- Average Build
- Late 20's/Early 30's
- 5'10"-6'2" tall
- Dark Mustache
- Scruffy Beard, Pock Marked Face

Wearing a Dark Navy Blue Baseball Hat, and Dark Navy Blue Waist Length Jacket. The individual was also carrying a dark back pack.

Two incidents were reported to have occurred around 10-11 pm in the Horn Complex vicinity last week. However there was some time lag involved. A Senior who wishes to remain confidential reported the suspicious person to public safety 16 hours after the encounter. A female in the Junior class confirmed that she had made a similar encounter 10 days after it had occurred. The people involved in the incident were unable to be reached for comment.

The Office of Public Safety also encourages students to use the escort service as frequently as needed. Anyone with information regarding these incidents should contact the office of Public Safety or resident hall staff member immediately.

Babson Students Go Hungry and Homeless
By Robert Conrad, News Editor

With Thanksgiving one week away, Get Into the Volunteer Experience (GIVE) is participating in the National Hunger and Homelessness week to make Babson students more aware of the perils of those less fortunate.

The volunteer group has recruited students to participate in the week long campaign, which has been marked by a hunger banquet, and sleepout. Seated on the floor, in chairs or with a table and chairs, 24 students participating in the hunger banquet had proportionate amounts of dinner to represent what food consumption would be like in the first, second and third world respectively. The students have also organized a sleepout, but the cold weather has discouraged such an event. GIVE will hold a day long fast on Friday. Brian Alcott says "Students have an awareness, but this generates a physical awareness." Alcott is coordinating the program along with Lynn Karkowski and Nick Walker.

Campus organizations have also been involved in the week. Circle K constructed boxes that are supposed to simulate the shelter that homeless people use. BISON has organized a clothes drive by placing appropriate boxes in resident halls and administrative buildings. Marriott has put together a can drive in the exchange during the week as well. GIVE participates in various community activities throughout the year, such as tutoring.

GIVE is measuring success one step at a time. "Your not going to change the world's problems but every little bit helps," said Lynn Karkowski.
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Update on Missing Babson Alumnus

By Robert Conrad, News Editor

In a search that has extended as far as Florida and California, no new leads were obtained in the Bob Collins missing persons case.

Barnstable Police Detective John Murphy has stated that the investigation will continue until Mr. Collins location is determined. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has been notified of Collins' disappearance but they are not actively participating in the case at this time.

Condom Controversy Update

By Darik Caviglano, Staff Writer

Last week a story was written about a controversy that was brewing between school authority and a student run business. Just In Time Condoms operated by Don Dalaria.

As of last week the opposing sides of the controversy were working on negotiations. They agreed that no further steps would be taken until Don Dalaria was allowed to see in person that the comments made by parents were all negative. John Kiladis, VP of Licensing was supposed to obtain the comments from Babson officials and was supposed to show them to Dalaria.

On Tuesday November 17, Dalaria stated that he had not yet heard from John Kiladis on the matter, but also added that he hasn't made any effort to contact Kiladis in the meantime. The original agreement was made three weeks ago, but no specific time was given as to when Don would actually be shown the comments.

The question of whether all the comments made by parents were negative and the question of whether or not Dalaria will ever find out the exact nature of the comments remains questionable.

The controversy began when some of the ads Don had posted in the mailroom were taken down after the word was out that parents of prospective Babson students had responded negatively to the advertisements in the questionnaires they fill out at the end of campus tours.

Mail Services admitted to taking down some of these ads, but said they only did so because there were too many of his ads posted already, and that they were just making room for the ads of other student run businesses. A spokesperson for Mail Services further asserted that Student Government helped in taking down some of the ads. However, Student Government Vice President of Licensing John Kiladis, denied that Student Government itself had any role in taking down the ads.

Announcements

Missing Keys?

Do you live in Park Manor South, but don't have your keys? Two keys were found on a walkway near the building, and they can be claimed by their rightful owner who properly identifies the keyring. Call Rob X3182.

Babson Dance Ensemble

The Babson Dance Ensemble presents "Free Your Mind" on Thursday, Dec 5 through Saturday, Dec 7 at Knight Auditorium at 8pm. Tickets are $3 with Babson I.D. and $5 Non-Babson. Call 239-4170 if you have any questions.

Babson Ambassador Program

Are you interested in returning to your high school to talk to prospective students about Babson? Well, the Admission Assistant Program provides the opportunity for you to do this! You will be able to inform students on what it really means to be a Babson student!

Our program runs during Winter break and will take one hour of your time. If you are interested in our program, please contact Amanda Chan at extension 3566!

State Tax Student Telephone Bills

The Babson Telephone Office has been notified that a Massachusetts Department of Revenue has instituted a sales tax on resale of telephone usage for educational institutions. The 5% sales tax will be reflected as a separate item on the monthly invoice.

Scholarship Opportunities

The Office of Financial Aid has received information on several scholarships which are available to help fund your education.

The Council of Logistics Management offers a $1500 scholarship to undergraduates. Applicants must write an essay concerning the North American Free Trade Agreement.

Students who participate in athletics can apply for the National Italian American Sports Hall of Fame Scholarship.

The Army sponsors a national scholarship program for the children of veterans.

For those students interested in pursuing a career in the employee benefits field, the New England Employee Benefits Council offers a scholarship program.

Graduating seniors interested in public service should investigate the Samuel Huntington Public Service Award.

Details on these and other scholarships and application forms can be obtained at the Financial Aid Office in Hollister.

Spring 1993 Registration

The last registration session for Spring, 1993 courses will be held in Knight Auditorium on Monday, November 25, for lottery numbers 1217 thru 1664.

Lottery numbers are posted in each dorm, Trim, Mailroom, Library and Registrar's Office.

Please refer to your course registration guide for your time to register.

All students should check with AccountancTelephone to make sure that they have no outstanding bills.

Rumors

The Babson Players perform Rumors, a comedy by Neil Simon, November 19, 20, and 21 at 8:00 pm in Knight Auditorium. Admission is $6.00 advance sale; $8.00 at the door. With a Babson I.D. the cost is $4.00 advance and $6.00 at the door.

GeoFair at the map & Globe Museum

The Map & Globe Museum hosts the third annual GeoFair, more than 20 Massachusetts schools exhibit classroom geography projects which focus on "Geography: Reflections on Water," the 1992 National Geography Week theme.

A special Family Participation Day is scheduled

2 Thursday, November 19, 1992
Sponsored by Open Door Production film company, Venus DeMilo hosts Boston Music Videos this Saturday at 6:30. The show will include videos and interviews of some of the Boston music scene as the Lemonheads and Julianna Hatfield and a live performance by Angry Salad. Tickets are $5 at the door, the event is 21+

Don’t be a Turkey...

Use your Babson College Calling Card for all your holiday telephone calls!

If you haven’t applied for the Babson Calling Card, pick up an application at the Telephone Office on campus, or call 1-800-727-2255.

---

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE...

- Microsoft Windows 3.1 & DOS 5.0
- 3 Button Serial Mouse & Pad
- A Spreadsheet Program
- A Graphic Arts Program
- A Word Processing Program
- A Scheduling/Calendar Program
- Database Management Program
- Any Printer At Cost With Purchase
- 10 High Density Diskettes (3.5" or 5.25"
- Free On-Site Delivery, Setup & Overview
- One Month On-Site Technical Support FREE
- One Year Factory Warranty On Everything

FULL CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE FOR ALL SYSTEMS

*(All software 100% compatible with IBM Computer Center)
Marlins Crush Rockies in a Landslide

By Derek Finkelstein, Contributing Writer

The key to a successful Major League Baseball franchise is developing a deep and talented farm system. Someone forgot to tell the Colorado Rockies, this fact during last Tuesday's expansion draft. Rather than drafting young hitting prospects who could pay huge dividends in the future, the Rockies got impatient and opted for mediocre talent that would help fill the stands next season. Players such as Charlie Hayes, Jerald Clark, and Alex Cole are all half-decent ball players. The only problem is that they're not going to get any better.

The Florida Marlins, on the other hand, went after some exciting young prospects in Nigel Wilson (26 HRs in Toronto farm system), Bret Barberis, Chris Donnels, and Chuck Carr. Certainly, all four players are merely prospects at this point, but if just one of them lives up to their potential, the Rockies will be forever wondering why they ever picked Alex Cole.

Both clubs were successful when selecting their pitchers. Colorado scored big when they made Atlanta's David Nied the first pick of the draft. However, instead of picking journeyman third baseman Hayes from the Yankees with their second selection, the Rockies should have nabbed pitcher Jose Martinez from the Mets, who has a career minor league record of 40-18 with a 2.01 ERA. The Marlins made Colorado pay for their ignorance by drafting Martinez with their second pick, the fourth overall. Florida also took California's relief ace Bryan Harvey with their tenth pick. Although the Marlins inherited Harvey's huge salary and his questionable health after shoulder surgery, it was certainly a risk worth taking.

After the draft, the Marlins made four trades, acquiring pitching prospects Joel Adamson and Matt Whisenant from Philadelphia and Brian Griffiths and Hector Carrasco from Houston. Florida also received shortstop Alex Arias and third baseman Gary Scott from the Cubs in exchange for Greg Hibbard. The only prospect Colorado re-
Men's swimming crushes Brandeis 160-96. Watch them do the same to Bowdoin this Saturday at 2:00

Women's Swimming and Diving Teams as they face Bowdoin this Saturday at 2:00 P.M. in what is sure to be an exciting meet.

Men's Swimming Swamps Brandeis

The Men's swim team successfully overcame a serious set of obstacles this past Tuesday night when they were able to crush Brandeis 160-96. Brandeis arrived at Babson sure they would win for the first time in 8 years; they brought along a cheerleading section, signs and attitudes that only made the Beavers swim harder.

Even with three of the top men on the injured list, the remaining Babson swimmers were able to win all but two events. The meet began with the Medley Relay composed of Nate Richardson, Ian Merriam, Tim White and Bill Trask lapping the best Brandeis relay and the momentum only continued with double wins in personal events for both Richardson (200IM, 200Back) and Trask (50 and 100 free). Scott VanCampen was also able to bring in two victories in the 200 and 500 free.

But when asked about the meet, any team member would most likely mention the phenomenal 1,2,3 Babson posted in the 100 freestyle. Bill Trask, Tim White and Marc Bushey brought the packed Morse/Walsh Pool to its feet when they were able to out touch all three Brandeis swimmers, something rarely done in competitive swimming.

Now the Gentlemen Beavers are focusing on their upcoming meet against Bowdoin Saturday November 21st at home. They will be expecting great swims from everyone including freshman Mike Conlon, sophomore Bart Richard, new comer to the swim team Ted Ortsstein, and seniors Greg Magoon and Dave Dickinson as well as continued gracious dives by Bill Collette and Chris Prenearu.

McCullough Shocks Pietz in Intramural Football Super Bowl.

By John Madden, Contributing Writer

Sunday, November 15, the bookies took a pounding, when the McCullough intramural football team, underdogs by over 60 points, completely dismantled a high powered and previously undefeated Pietz squad. In the hype-filled week leading up to the game, many Pietz mouths were heard flapping their predictions on the game’s outcome. Jamie “What’s your position” Charrier led Pietz in total trash talked. McCullough, however, kept their mouths in check, knowing that their play on the field and their run and shoot type offense would speak for them.

Early play was sloppy on both sides, with each team recording a safety. McCullough looked very shaky through the early going, allowing an interception return for a TD, by an unidentified Coleman player, and a long bomb to Mike “I just woke up” Cotoia. Down 1-12, McCullough heard it’s wake up call, and responded. On their next drive, Evan “Cannon” Zides (4 TD’s), 425 yards passing) connected with P.J. “Lightening” Hunt, who put a beautiful move on Dave “I looked like Steve DeOxie” Neuner, for a 45 yard TD strike. McCullough’s offensive line played a hell of a game, anchored by unsung heroes Doug “Patty, I owned you” Marshall and Miguel “Meatball” Triay. After Pietz was forced to three and punt, McCullough again put on an offensive display culminating in a Zides TD pass to Craig “The Golden Child” Brazen locking the score at 14 a piece.

The second half was a nightmare waiting to happen. McCullough broke the tie early, on a 35 yard pass from Zides to Brazen for his second TD catch of the day. Up by 6, the McCullough defense took over. The line, made up of Howie “I am Lawrence” Taylor, Eric “Hulk” Peterson, Pat Fire “streaker” Nihan, and Billy “Carl Banks” Blanchfield consistently pressured, hurried and sacked the Pietz QB. Pete “where’s my line” Correnta was lucky to complete a pass. Midway through the second half Pietz did put a scare into McCullough when, with a good mixture of the run and pass, they drove the ball all the way down to the ten yard line. McCullough’s defense rose to the occasion once again. With a Falcon-like display, Jed “Neon Dixon” Carmen (2 INT’s) intercepted the ball in the endzone and took the ball out to the fifty, when before being hit, lateralled the ball to Hall “I can so run with the ball” Peterson. Peterson took the ball about 15 more yards before lateralled off to Matt “Prime Time” Fesoli who sprinted the rest of the way for the score.

Continued on page 6 Football
**OPINIONS**

Continued from page 5 Football

With the game now all but out of reach, Pietz desperately tried to make a comeback. Superior play by defensive backs Brett "The Box" Boscaino, Gary "go go G" Multigian and Carmen shut down the pass, while Linebackers Travis "I can talk all I want" Link (1 INT) and Pselli shut down the run. McCullough added insult to injury, while with less than 40 seconds left, Zides connected with Hunt for the second time on the day, running the score to 52-14.

After the game, coach Milton "Give me a Mirror" Smith (reached while away on a recruiting trip to Miami) commended the performance of his assistant Jim "By Sterling" Seymour for his fine play calling, and the rest of the team for bringing home the championship to McCullough. Smith also mentioned that he wishes Paul "Flash" Berrigan well, after being put out of action last week with a knee injury.

Date and Acquaintance Rape: A Different Perspective

By Kyle P. Stiter, Health Educator

Okay, so now the health topic around campus is date and acquaintance rape. We've all heard quite a bit about this topic in recent years. We have all heard the statistics, such as one out of every six girls on campus will be raped this year and nine out of ten of them will never say a thing about it. Then, we've all heard the facts about who could be a rapist, such as a doctor, a lawyer, a policeman, or the captain of the football team. We have also heard that men rape because they want to feel control over someone, because it is a way to vent hostility, or because they view too much pornography. The problem has been outlined thoroughly for us, but what about the solution?

According to society, the solution to this problem is for women to avoid getting into "high-risk" situations, to carrymace, to learn self-defense, never go out at night alone and for the courts to punish sex offenrs severely. These are very effective ways of preventing rape from occurring, but not ways of solving the problem. Even if all these measures are carried out effectively, there will still be men out there with a desire to rape. Therefore, I believe we need to start looking at the problem from a different point of view.

First of all, why are all of these men in our society committing violent sexual acts while leading perfectly normal lives in other respects? It seems odd to me that, according to statistics, one of my professors or one of my brothers will rape someone at some point in their lives. It is obvious to me that the problem lies deeply rooted in the foundation of our society. In other words, we must be doing something wrong as a people. We need to start looking for the specific causes of this dilemma and then, take steps to alleviate the problem. I don't know what these causes are, but maybe if more people start looking for them, we will be able to remedy the problem more quickly.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editor,

For the second week in a row, the Free Press has published an article or a letter where the parents of students have complained about something happening on campus. Whether its the alcohol policy of the school or the advertising of a controversial student business, parents seem to have a louder voice than students, themselves. And why not? They've certainly been more responsive. If we students do not voice our opinions, then we will soon have a PTA committee determining school policies, and based on the responses of "concerned" parents in the last weeks, this is not a good idea.

These parents think they're sending their children to summer camp. Regardless of how sheltered and small Babson is, a college is supposed to be a microcosm of society. If students cannot control their desires to drink and have sex, which is what these parents seem to be worrying about, then it will show in their schoolwork. If parents are not happy with their children's performance, then they can apply pressure to the student individually, but please do not condemn the entire student body for the short comings of a few. I do recognize, however, the parents concern for the environment that their children are exposed to, but what better learning environment than an open one. People learn through experience, not by omission. If you don't think your child can cope, then do not send them away from home. It's a viable option to raising someone else's college experience.

Mark Bejar, '94

Dear Editor,

"The Republican Party has 'family values,' meaning opposition to abortion and gay rights. The Democratic Party has 'family issues,' meaning things like health care, education and family leave." (Time, Nov. 16, 1992) This basically sums up why we should be celebrating the victory of Bill Clinton, or more precisely, the victory of the Democratic Party.

The Republican Party, under the leadership of George Bush was, simply put, becoming scary. My unease with their ideology began in the fall of 1990 when I first began demonstrating to keep abortion legal. It was then that I realized how frightening the very idea of the government making personal decisions concerning a woman's body and her control over it really is. How can it even be an issue? Abortion obviously isn't the answer to unwanted pregnancy and certainly nobody is "pro-abortion," however, it's something that should remain an option so every woman can make her own choice.

The next issue was the Anita Hill - Clarence Thomas ordeal. The fact that Bush supported Thomas' appointment, especially after the trial and outrage is extremely disturbing. These are only two large issues which make me resentful of Bush, not only as a woman, but as a human being. The women's movement, making slow but steady progress, was head-to-head with the Republican blockade. Had Bush been re-elected, surely women's...
“The Free Press has become a want to be newspaper that doesn’t know who its readers are.”

“I would like to commend Mr. O’Beirne for having the courage to write constructive criticism about the Free Press.”

Bob O’Beirne

Editorial Reply

By Robert Conrad News Editor

Working at the Free Press gives you the advantage of reading the newspaper a day early. As I was reading the Opinions Section this week, I feel obligated to reply to an article written by Mr. Bob O’Beirne regarding his view of the Free Press. I would like to commend Mr. O’Beirne for having the courage to write constructive criticism about the Free Press, although I would advise him not to visit the production room while people are using those Exacto razors.

Mr. O’Beirne seems to think that the college news is focused more on national news, rather than campus news. “When they want to read about the Babson community they certainly don’t pick up the Wall Street Journal or The New York Times.” He writes. Well O’Beirne is right, I don’t pick up the New York Times to find out what is happening at Babson, but I do read the Free Press to find out how national stories will specifically impact people on this campus, and to witness how Babson students and alumni take part in the political process. This is precisely why we conducted a poll of the Babson students who are eligible voters a week before election day. The poll results on this campus were vastly different from the national polls that were conducted at that time. We also ran a story about a Bill Clinton rally where Babson students were involved, and we featured a piece about a Babson alumnus who was elected to office. I challenge Mr. O’Beirne to find a national news article that is specifically targeted to a Babson audience in the New York Times or the Wall Street Journal.

Mr. O’Beirne also criticizes the photo coverage in the paper. About two weeks ago I spoke with O’Beirne regarding photography. O’Beirne operates a student photography business along with Peter Spain and as Photo Editor I welcomed them to contribute any photos that they had to the Free Press, although we would not publish their photos solely to promote their business. As of this date the Free Press has not received any photos from Mr. O’Beirne or his business partner.

Finally O’Beirne has accused us of not knowing who reads our paper. Who do you think reads the Free Press? The students at this school are the primary readers of the newspaper, although we have an equal number of alumni and family members of students around the world who pay for subscriptions to the Free Press.

You’ve read the perspective of someone who spends an excessive amount of time working to insure that there is something interesting to read or see in the Free Press. I would like to hear your opinions about the Free Press, regardless of whether they are pro or con. Without hearing from our readers, we do not know what you think and therefore we cannot decide on how and what to change about the newspaper.
Across the Campus
Bryant Hall
The boys of Bryant exposed! Who tore it down?
True censorship. Weekend update: Lounge trashed, all sticks done, light broken, ceiling torn apart by surveyors, wipe all through the first and third floor bathrooms, Nice one Colgan! Matty smooths a sweetie, Joe passes out, Mark and Brian get the picture, wait, who was on top? Spooner looks for booty time, and pizza money. Joe fights for Jerry's honer, takes one step too many. Amir purges, not trashed. Rich is still missing. Brian goes to Wellesley and tries to three wheel it home, nice car. Joe chugs a cockpit, il-flavor, damn, what a newsmaker.

Coleman
Blodeg, got any coupons for Clockwork's. Did you find your sneaker yet? Baldie, nice bottle of JD. Bred is drinking in style (only the best bottles, no cheap stuff). Bradbury, sleep much Friday night (probably not with Baldie making noise). It's water wars in Coleman and Brendan, Erik, Carr, Kristen, Bronx and Doug were all victims. Baklava, good luck with your soccer team. Adam and Jeff, kiss and make-up. OB, where's Burr! Saas! Jeff, Jim and Garrett take Smith College by storm. "Charlie" Manson actually cleaned up the Coleman stairway of newspaper (and we lived to tell). Jeff Y, take your shirt off!! Spec's got a girl friend! Theo came out to go to the bathroom. Dr. Ronkin and Dr. Weitzman? New 'Cube'. Dave has a square in his pocket. Heriz, what are you a foreman? Divie, shut up. Good luck Dave and Bobo in hoops this year (win a championship for us). Sabria transferring to Harvard? (he's got the grades but how will he be able to run "Fooled")

Park Manor North
We'd like to thank you, Liz, for the black and white lumber. Speaking of wood, we have been seeing an awful lot of him in P.C.'s room. $200.00, wow! DNA's motto in life - "Everyone makes mistakes." Da and Cock, what time did you get home? Welcome to North, Pompl! Cheers to you, Monica - hope to see you out more often. Dana M. - expecting Rain? Second floor's words to live by - "MEN SUG!". We all offer our condolences to Linda - we love you! Mark, your girlfriend wears combat boots. Tim, take the skirt off and wipe the shit off your nose. Kev, you're a potted fern plant. Dan your a fenned pot plant...wow!! with p-p piranha. Dr. Frankstimpsey say - Burp, Burp, sex, sex, sex. Hey Big Guy, my pal from Cal, My Man Milan - Thin Guy. chocolate Buddha - your royal highness. Eric, can I play Sega for just a minute or two? She tell me she loves her. Rat (dude) you got 245 bucks I can, borrow? (and shot). Spanky, no I don't have any, so go out, and take your snake with you. Hey Raoul's here, must be lunchtime. Exil Far Bar rules.

South Basement
Sorry for the hiatus, I've been trapped in a bottle. Beancutters suffer first defeat. Stamm, way too much boozing and smoking the night before a game. When was the last time you were jagermeistered? For us, last weekend. New, larger dice room in Margaritaville. T.P. worked hard, but please give a warning. Basement now giving trap lessons, Babo included. Please bring your own quarters, though. Basement celebrates America for $6.50 a case. Stamm and Drogo are the smartest ones in the basement, how scary. The revolving door at 15 is beginning to rust. J.H., GONE. Jerry suspended from Sega for two weeks. Good work, Damien. Congrats to Scott "Tetrismeister" Milne for reaching 200. Gymnus turns interior decorator in Izzy's room. Our janitor finds hidden treasure in Dice Dome. Until next time, gone.

Inside the Beaver
By David St. Martin and Christopher J. Tieman
Contributing Writers
Welcome to our article,
Is there anything actually 'beside' the point and where exactly is the point located?
Is there a secret code among the administrative offices that states "student should not be given any information by any person posing as an agent of the school unless they have first been sent to at least three other offices across the campus where their hopes of receiving an answer have been dashed by a secretary who firmly states "Oh, I'm sorry. You're in the wrong office. You should ask — in the — office across campus" The bureaucratic crap that exists at this school is incredible. By the time you're done trudging from place to place, you've forgotten the question.
Why don't any of the classrooms in this school have clocks? When we get bored in class and want to figure out exactly how much time we have left before we can go back to bed or to lunch, we hate having to ask the kid next to us, who's all too happy to share the sight of his Rolex, what time it is. This is the guy who can't just tell you the time, but has to stick his gold plated time piece with the diamond studded numbers on the face, in your face. The watch that not only tells the time but gives you the barometric pressure and a bunch of other cool but totally useless information. We hate that kid.
Why do we do everything for this guy Pete when we don't even know who he is? We're always telling our friends to do things for Pete's sake. Even if he's sick or dying, we think it's about time we started living life for ourselves.
What if John Doe died? Would they put his real name in the obituary column or would they call him something else? (Joseph Shmooe perhaps)
Why are fishermen called anglers? Does it have anything to do with their physical anatomy?
Dollar bill changers on soda machines have got
Tonight is opening night of the Babson Players' production of Neil Simon's "Rumors"

All students are welcome to work on a committee; however, it is required that you attend one of the sign-up meetings where you will hear a brief description of the committee responsibilities as well as the perks and commitments of participating.

Scheduled sign-up meetings are on Monday, November 22nd and Thursday, December 3rd, both at 5:30 in Trim 205-5. Questions about the Founder's Day program and committee involvement will be happily answered by Dick Bishop or Cecily Sanchez in the Special Events Office at 250-4573.

Babson Players Present "Rumors"

By Ahmad Aslam, Staff Writer

Keeping with their tradition of putting on musical shows in the fall semester, the Babson Players will be performing "Rumors" by Neil Simon tonight, Friday, and Saturday night at 8:00 in Knight Auditorium. The Audience is required to purchase tickets which are sold at a discount if bought at the information booth.

The play is being directed by Ed Monahan, B'92, who is being assisted by Kate S. Kozendroff. Teresa Kistis and Patrick "Loz" Diamond are responsible for producing the show. This hilarious play is a combination of suspense and sarcasm. From the opening scene to the last Act, interest in the play never dies.

Over a period of less than three weeks their progress began with casual readings of the script in a McCullough suite to a well memorized and re-hearsed blocking session in the Fo'c'sle. At the first rehearsal, Monahan, the director, advised the actors to frequently and freely use their imagination for character evolution. "I want to see actors develop the character, hook into lines and try to figure it out how they will react to other characters and incidents." According to Monahan, play rehearsals were twice every week for approximately six to eight hours per week on stage and a minimum of twenty hours of practice during the final week.

Laughter has always been a problem at rehearsals. When one of the actors starts laughing, it becomes difficult for others to control their laughter. This was particularly true when Tex, rehearsing for Continued on page 10.

Babson Free Press
the lead, instead of saying "buffed and polished by German women in Munich" said "buffed German women polished in Munich."

Three weeks later when I revisited their rehearsal I was surprised and impressed by their progress. It was their first practice without reading from the script. Although Jon "Tex" Michelson as Lenny Ganz and John Hoadley as Ken Gorman were not sure how well they had memorized the script, only on few occasions did the director have to remind them of their lines. Although the director had to remind Kelli Tarantino, playing the part of Claire Ganz, that she was speaking too softly, her acting was excellent. The performance by Geraldine Biagi, playing the role of Chris Gorman, was also second to none, Ed advised her to speak slowly. Since the set was not on stage yet, tables were being used as the second floor. John had a good exercise while rehearsing the first act by climbing and jumping down from the table.

Last week, I was again present at their practice. Ed would call it "a serious practice" because rehearsal was with full concentration. With the passage of time Kelli seemed to have overcome her voice problem. She was loud and clear. During the rehearsal, the cast also tried on their costumes. Now with major concerns such as the set and costumes settled, the director and production crew were working hard to get over small and minor details to make it the best show ever performed. The actors have already started counting down for the final show.

**Classifieds**

**FREE SKIING & EXTRA CASH**

Become Wildcat Ski Area's Student Ambassador. Earn cash and ski passes with each 20 tickets. You handle no cash. All tools provided. Call Kristen 617-266-1709 for Boston interview.

**PARTY PARTY PARTY**

SPRING BREAK

How about in the Bahamas or Florida Keys where the party never ends. Spend it on your own PRIVATE YACHT. One week only $385.00 per person including food and much more!!

EASY SAILING YACHT CHARTERS 1-800-780-4301

**CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS**

Wanted: Your baseball, basketball, and hockey cards in near mint condition. Call Dave at (508) 655-2592.

$250 to $425: Full or part-time. We can solve your financial dilemma if you can invest 15 to 30 hours per week helping us run our business. Positions available in management trainee, marketing, and telemarketing. Call 1-800-287-1110
Switch To BayBank For Cash With No Fees.

Get Unlimited Free Withdrawals And More With The BayBank Student Value Package.°

Open a BayBank Student Value Package and get cash at more than 750 BayBank X-Press 24" banking machines free of transaction fees! And for a low monthly fee of $5 you'll also get a complete package of banking services including:

- Student Value Checking Account which includes 8 checks per month and a companion Savings Account!
- The BayBank Card with X-Press Check.°
- Reserve Credit overdraft protection and free CheckView° plus a BayBank Visa® or MasterCard® with an annual fee of just $21!

To open a BayBank Student Value Package, visit your nearest BayBank office or call 1-800-BAY-FAST° 24 hours a day.

$5 Bonus Offer

When you open a Student Value Package and ask for a BayBank Card, we'll deposit five dollars in your Student Value Checking Account. Just present this coupon at any BayBank office or call 1-800-BAY-FAST before December 31, 1992.

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
School

Limit one five dollar deposit per account.

°Charges for transactions at BayBank X-Press 24" machines and ATMs owned by other banks are additional. A 1.75% fee applies to each check after the eighth. To open a BayBank Student Value Package, you must be a valid student, U.S. or other national of current student status.

°To qualify for X-Press Check, Reserve Credit overdraft protection, and a BayBank MasterCard or Visa, you must be 18 or older and have no adverse credit history. BayBank Credit Card annual fee and APR of 14.5% subject to change.

Member FDIC. Equal Opportunity Lender.
FINALLY LEARNED JUST SAY A BIG "THANK YOU" FOR ELECTING ME FOR A THIRD TERM AS YOUR CONGRESSMAN.

BOY IT WAS KINDA NIP N'TUCK THERE FOR A WHILE HUH BUT THAT'S SOOO OUR DEMOCRACY!!

I LUV YA I JUST LUV YA ALL I COULD KISS EACH AND EVERY ONE O' YA!

...I COULD ESPECIALLY KISS THE NEXTER'S BOUNTIES... THE FARMER'S BOUNTIES... THE OIL COMPANIES... LADIES SMALL GIRLS DOWN HOME TOOTERS!

HA HA RUN ALONG NOW YA OUTER BURNT TOASTER TRUCKER!

WHERE LADS ST!
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